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Why choose DVD-Cloner Platinum?

Combines multiple DVDs to one DVD±R DL or BD-R/RE.
Supports the backup of latest Blu-ray movies. Copies Blu-ray movies to hard disk drive.
IAT™ - copy up-to-date DVD movies
Directly transports DVD files from PC to iPod without iTunes!
Converts DVD to iPod MP4 (MPEG-4), Xvid, H264, MP3, AAC, M4A formats
Converts DVD movies to iPod Touch/iPhone compatible files
Easily transports all the files

DVD-Cloner Platinum is powerful DVD copying/converting/burning software. It has all the
features of DVD-Cloner plus the ability to convert all your DVD movies to iPod Nano, Classic
and Touch. It makes DVD copy or conversion with unparalleled image quality. The innovative
IAT™ technology supports the copy of up-to-date DVD movies. Give it a try and enjoy the
multi-functional DVD solution with more satisfaction and amazement!

Key Features

DVD-Cloner

DVD-Cloner 8 is the up-to-the-minute  generation of the top DVD copy software worldwide. Its
flexible  functions and the most advanced technology bring you a brand-new  DVD/Blu-ray
copying experience.

Key features:

Combines multiple DVDs to one DVD±R DL or BD-R/RE.
Supports the backup of latest Blu-ray movies. Copies Blu-ray movies to hard disk drive.
IAT™ - copy up-to-date DVD movies
Removes annoying contents such as advertising or legal clips from the source DVD movie.
Supports data DVD and movie DVD copy.
With  “Split DVD-9 to two DVD-5s” copy mode, the movie title of the source  DVD will be
copied to the second disc for your convenience.
Backs up home DVDs/TV series/TV shows
Copies the scratched DVD discs
Free bonus Open DVD ripper Lite

 iPod-Cloner

iPod-Cloner is a one-click solution to convert all kinds of DVD to iPod compatible format.
The conversion process is fast and easy.

 Key features:

Directly transports DVD files from PC to iPod without iTunes!
Converts DVD to iPod MP4 (MPEG-4), Xvid, H264, MP3, AAC, M4A formats
Supports the conversion of latest DVD movies
Supports iPod Nano and Classic
Converts DVD movies to iPod Touch/iPhone compatible files
Faster and easier to use.( up to 400%)
iPod Files Manager - Easily transports all the files
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Built-in CSS decrypting
Removes region codes
Chapter(s) converting
Supports the adjustment of aspect ratio
Adds or removes borders

System Requirements

Pentium-II 450 MHz or faster processor
64MB of RAM
5GB free hard disc space for DVD-5 (10GB free hard disc space for DVD-9)
DVD burners
Windows 7,Vista,XP, 2000

For Blu-ray copying

NTFS partition
A Blu-Ray disk drive
A Blu-Ray media player
50GB or more free disc space for Blu-Ray copying.
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